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KOSMOS
A singular figure in the French pictorial scene,
Karine Hoffman feeds her work with traces
of ghostly memories, which she translates
on the canvas in an almost mystical outburst.
For her first exhibition at Galerie Dix9, the
artist presents a body of recent paintings
constructed like impossible-to-solve equations,
riddles, fragments of investigation, referring to
places, forgotten lives, from Warsaw to Vilnius.

Karine Hoffman herself defines her painting as
«a filter that reveals what has fallen into oblivion, a
place foreign to myself where everything can emerge:
a complex place, a large toy chest never ceasing to
surprise me”. Her painting occupies an unusual place.
Indeed, as a Borgesian work, and in the complex line
of German painters of the twentieth century, as in
the the Disasters of the War by Goya, Karine Hoffman
seizes a history of art characterized by a taste for black
romanticism, pictorial enigma, personal narrative.
It frees itself from the traditional opposition
between classical and modern by considering
the immemorial links of a questioning on the
individual. Karine Hoffman’s vocabulary, full
of references to the history of Europe and
personal stories, is constructed by serendipity.

It feeds on Walter Benjamin ‘s philosophy and
works by Bruno Schulz *, inscribing her work in
the reflections and concerns of MittelEuropa,
but also the experience of the barbarism of
totalitarianism (Nazism and Stalinism), of which
some members of her family were the victims.
The exhibition echoes the novel Kosmos the very form of the anti-novel - by Witold
Gombrowicz. From thin clues, the Polish writer
constructs a story that seems like a police serial,
an investigation made of errors, fantasies. A work
that is, in his own words, «an attempt to organize
chaos.» Karine Hoffman tries through pictorial
practice to organize her own chaos. Personal
and collective stories resurface by rebounds,
symbols and evocations. Each element paints,
each situation is a sign of an impossible quest,
of a search tormented by oblivion. The objects
/paintings that she calls «transitional objects»
and «objects-tools», create a disturbing pictorial
universe. Indeed, it is the individual consciousness,
the collective heritage and the official history that
offend themselves of their own shortcomings.
.
Her work is a transfiguration of a threedimensional universe (evoking installations)
questioning the pictorial act through the use of
different interventions and techniques (scratching,
accumulation, transparency) working to suggest

alternately smooth, heavy matter, smoke. The
net object rubs the gestural blur. Nervous graffiti
rubs with the floating of a stormy sky. The acid
colors, green and yellow fluorescent, punctuate the
nocturnal or twilight space - day and night coexist
by evoking an occult, goyesque light. Shapes appear
as residues of thought, they build a world out of
field where the action seems suspended. As in Jak
paper pod nextmi wilna (like a cigarette under the ashes of
Vilnius) where a fake seems to have been used for
a crime of which we do not know the motivation.
This inquiry transfigures the experience of
sensation. Karine Hoffman’s cosmos / Kosmos is
an immense being, an infinite, intangible creature
of which all parts are connected, as a sketch
of a scientific approach to an unfathomable
mystery. These parties are subject to the
same laws and answer each other. They have
their own language: the language of painting.
Instead of claiming to provide definitive
answers,
definitive
affirmations,
Karine
Hoffman’s painting reveals the impossibility of
omniscient knowledge, and the eternal quest
for knowledge of the ego through experience.
* Polish writer, litterature critic and artist
(1892-1942)
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